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competence
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fax
+45 7541 0606

RILESA

ApS

Supplier of drilling- and
milling machinery to the
woodworking industry

Milling / drilling units in Winprofi.

Longhole milling for Lockers.

Rilesa Aps is located in Ribe, Denmarks oldest town, close to the waddensea in the flat
marshland, in west jutland.
Rilesa is a major supplier to the Woodworking industry, when it comes to drilling and
miling machinery, for furniture and window production.
Rilesa was founded 25 years ago, and throughout the years we have achieved and learned
a lot, over the years.
Today we have all the necessary resources and competences, to solve the challnges of
tomorrow. Through dialogue with our customers we develop the optimal solution to meet
their needs.
Rilesa has got a qualified staff for all functions. We advise, sell, develop, manufacture,
install and train, to comply with the requirements for each single job. When our customers
are satisfied with the work performed, the first round of our job is finished. Important for
our customers, is also the after sales service and troubleshooting. We always try to
connect, technical questions direct to the Rilesa technician who is in charge of the
installation. It saves important production time for our customers. They are content with
our service, and it keeps them comming back for more machines. Simple and good for all
parts.

Milling or drilling
for lock holes

Milling drilling
for lock holes

Longhole milling
for Lockers.

Special millings

Windhatches

Drilling for hinges

We are ready for small as well as for large projects, and on the following pages you find
examples of our line of standard machinery.
We hope you find what you are looking for, and if you don´t, your still welcome to
contact us, as we also design special machines.
.
For more information e-mail or call us, and we will assist you.

Søren Andersen
Managing director

Longhole milling
for Locks.

Morten Jepsen
Tecnical director

Rilesa aps - Ørstedsvej 26 - 6760 Ribe - Denmark
Phone +45 7541 0600 Fax +45 7541 0606
e-mail: rilesa@rilesa
www.rilesa.dk
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Ventilation holes

Components:
Legth/ Width: customer specification.
Options: Automatic in / outlet, drilling, milling.
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Win-Profi

Winprofi Full automatic process,
Of Window components.
In one pass, window by window
Throughout the years Rilesa has desigen and produced
machinery For the window industy, and with this new model
of the advanced Winprofi- line. We have increased the
capacity, we have made the access better and the process
possibilities more. The Winprofi line can be equipped with a number of different obtions,
and we can process on all faces of the components. On the line shown on these pages we
have placed 2 squarehole chisels, 1 longhole milling unit for lockers
3 pcs. drill units from underneath and one drilling unit from the side. The number of
options depend on the needs of the locks. The pieces are loaded into the process unit from
the bufferconveyor one by one, and pass in the length direction. When the profiles enter
the process unit they are caught by a servo controlled position system, the system will
hold and place the component in front of the different process units. The Winprofi line has
a high throughput with high precision

Data from the order system can control the winprofi
line.
Winprofi line will have 2 control options : Option I the machine is programmed and
controled from the display. The operator can store the different component types together
with the milling, drilling positions in the different faces. Working with the line the
operator can choose the type from the menu, load the component into the line, and it will
be processed according to the stored data. Option II. The Winprofi-line can be networked
to an inhouse order system. Data files will be downloaded into the line. The line will
know how to process the different pieces. The pieces will leave the line window by
window in the order they are assembled.
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VLG 1524 & VLG 2224

X-Line

Modul II

4 side drilling
VLG 1524 & VLG 2224 Dowel drilling machines
one man operated.
Components:
Length: 170-1500 / 2200 mm.
Width: 190 mm.
Options: Jump drilling, automatic in / outlet.
Combination with DCU cutting unit, and more.

VLGD 1524 & VLGD 2224

4 side drilling
2 side doweling

Module II of the X-line is designed as a doubble ending tennor, working in steps.
This machine is build as a separat machine, or as and extention of X-Line,
Module I.
The through feed is in steps with, positioning of the components at each of the
stations. They are, positioned clamped and fixed during the toolwork.
The X-Line is buildt after customer specifications, and module II can have up to 7
steps, has got a long variation of different possibilities:
Single or doubble CNC units to work at the ends, drilling from ends, sides, up and
down. Milling horizontal or vertical, glue and dowels, or sanding of component
ends.

VLGD 1524 & VLGD 2224 Dowel drilling machines.
one man operated.
Components:
Length: 170-1500/ 2200 mm.
Width: 190 mm.
Options: Automatic in / outlet.
Combination with DCU cutting unit, and more.
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Components:
Length: 230-2200 mm. (Optional 2600 mm.)
Options: Automatic in/outlet, milling, sanding,
drilling, doweling, etc.
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PRO-LINE 2200

UNI-X 2200

Drilling from 4 sides.
Both the Unix 2200 and the Pro-line 2200 have similar
strong points, and qualities, when it comes to drill precision
and flexibility. Both have an exceptionel advanced clamping
system, which allows you to drill very complex
compononents in on pass, and at the same time, the
clamping system, straighten and grip the component in
order to have the best possible tolerance.
Both machines have an advanced positioning system
integrated with a touch screen display, with all the
neccesary information needed, to make a quick resetting of
the machine.
Components:
Length: 230-2200 mm. (Optional 2600 mm.)
Width: 250 mm.
Options: Automatic in / outlet.
Combination with DCU cutting unit, and more.

Long hole milling
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45°drill

Drilling from 6 sides.
With Rilesa Pro-Line drillingmachine you get precision, quality
and extrem high capacity.
It is well suited to both small and large dimensions. It has short
set up time and minimal maintenance.
Polyurethane coverings, an guides, ensure gentle handling of
components.
With Rilesa´s unique positioning system the resetting of the
Pro-Line is quick and easy.

Groove milling unit
with 2 milling units
for in- and out going
groove.
Jumpdrilling.

Automation In/out

Components:
Length: 230-2200 mm. (Optional 2600 mm.)
Width: 300 mm.
Options: Automatic in / outlet.
Combination with DCU cutting unit, and more.

Cutting on length
and drilling, in one
Operation.
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X-Line

Modul I

DCU 1500/2200

The DCU cutting units, have been desigend to combine with all our
standard dowel drilling machines, all operated by one person.
The DCU is linked with the drilling machine, by a conveyor system, and returns
to the operator, underneath the hopper.
It can be combined with the Pro-Line, Unix, VLGD and VLG machines.
A very clean cut with counterprofile, cutting one or multiple components in one
cut.

Split saw

X-line - a CNC-line with a wide range of possibilities - With this line Rilesa has set
new standards i optimizing a modern production of wooden components, in a large
scale.
With this line your possibilities are many: Cutting in length, drilling and milling in
all faces, dowelsetting, sanding and many more.
The line is constructed after customers specifications and can be delivered in many
variations, and the equipment can be extended later if needed.
The advantages with the X-line is obtained by letting the components pass in length
direction (modul I) and by cross feeding them (modul II).
In the length movement the components can be programmed, to stop exactly where
it is needed. The component stops in front of the tool, and if you need two millings,
and you only have one tool, you just let the component make a second stop at the
tool. There is little or no manual resetting of the line.
If you need also to work on the ends of the components, see the extention modul II,
next page.
Components:
Length: 230-2200 mm. (Optional 2600 mm.)
Options: Cutting, drilling in all sides.
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Split saw unit. after
drilling, the unit cuts
the component, in
two halfs, for example
left/right drawersides.

Sanding edges 45°

The Sanding units
are placed between
the DCU and the
drilling machine on
the intersection.
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